3-day National Seminar – 2019
on
"Emerging Challenges in Pharmaceutical Industry and to orient Institutional Training to meet them"
Organised by
Gayatri Institute of Science and Technology, Gunupur, Dist-Rayagada

To


Esteemed Sir,

Greetings from Gayatri Institute of Science and Technology (GIST), Gunupur, Dist-Rayagada.

We are delighted to inform you that a National Seminar, "Emerging Challenges in Pharmaceutical Industry and to orient Institutional Training to meet them" is going to be organized at GIST, Gunupur, on 16th, 17th & 18th March 2019.

Consequent upon the recent advances in technological innovations, such as wearable devices, real world evidence, telemedicine, nanotechnology and precision medicine, Pharmaceutical Industry is facing though times reality due to insufficient trained manpower. The seminar is to bring Academicians and Leaders of the Industry, face to face, to orient their professional skills to complement each other. In other words, to meet the requirement of the Industry through appropriate knowledge & skill development at the training level.

In this regard, we take the opportunity to invite you and your faculty members to attend the seminar. Research scholars and students of your Institute may also be encouraged to present research paper in poster session after due blind review of the scientific committee.

Abstract submission deadline
Last date of Abstract submission: 10th March 2019.

Registration fees
For students delegate: Rs. 300/-
For other delegate: Rs. 500/-

Soliciting for your gracious presence and acting participation in the national seminar to make it a grand success.

With regards ...

(Prof. (Dr) Dillip K. Jena)
organizing secretary
Mob. +91 7008662869
eMAIL: gistseminar2019@gmail.com
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